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Abstract The East Australian Current (EAC) plays a major role in regional climate, circulation, and ecosys-
tems, but predicting future changes is hampered by limited understanding of the factors controlling EAC
separation. While there has been speculation that the presence of New Zealand may be important for the
EAC separation, the prevailing view is that the time-mean partial separation is set by the ocean’s response
to gradients in the wind stress curl. This study focuses on the role of New Zealand, and the associated adja-
cent bathymetry, in the partial separation of the EAC and ocean circulation in the Tasman Sea. Here utilizing
an eddy-permitting ocean model (NEMO), we find that the complete removal of the New Zealand plateau
leads to a smaller fraction of EAC transport heading east and more heading south, with the mean separation
latitude shifting >100 km southward. To examine the underlying dynamics, we remove New Zealand with
two linear models: the Sverdrup/Godfrey Island Rule and NEMO in linear mode. We find that linear
processes and deep bathymetry play a major role in the mean Tasman Front position, whereas nonlinear
processes are crucial for the extent of the EAC retroflection. Contrary to past work, we find that meridional
gradients in the basin-wide wind stress curl are not the sole factor determining the latitude of EAC
separation. We suggest that the Tasman Front location is set by either the maximum meridional gradient in
the wind stress curl or the northern tip of New Zealand, whichever is furthest north.

1. Introduction

Subtropical western boundary current (WBC) regions are warming 2–3 times faster than the globally aver-
aged surface ocean warming rate (Wu et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2016).The intensification and poleward shift
in separation of WBCs is thus an important problem to study, but our current understanding is hampered
by limited historical measurements as well as a lack of regionally relevant modeling studies addressing a
range of factors thought to influence separation (e.g., bathymetry, model resolution, sidewall boundary con-
dition, and wind stress). In the Australian context, the poleward shift in the westerlies (Swart & Fyfe, 2012)—
driven by both ozone depletion and greenhouse gas increases—is thought to be driving a change in the
South Pacific wind stress curl field leading to an enhancement or ‘‘spin-up’’ of the EAC extension (Cai et al.,
2005; Feng et al., 2016; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Ridgway, 2007; Ridgway et al., 2008; Roemmich et al., 2016;
Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015). It is an open question as to whether the entire EAC spins up, or the EAC extension
alone (Cetina-Heredia et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2016; Ridgway, 2007; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015).

A widely held explanation for the latitude of separation (based on the Sverdrup (1947) balance) is that the
partial separation of the East Australian Current (EAC) is determined by the steepest meridional gradient in
the Pacific basin zonal-averaged wind stress curl (Bostock et al., 2006; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Tilburg et al.,
2001). Similar linear assumptions are used in global studies; for example Wu et al. (2012) use the midlatitude
zero wind stress curl line to explain shifts in the boundary between the subtropical and subpolar gyres.
Despite well-known issues in using linear theory in western boundary current regions (e.g., vorticity advec-
tion, see Gray & Riser, 2014; Pedlosky, 1996; Thomas et al., 2014), climate change attribution studies often
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resort to linear dynamics (e.g., Cai, 2006; Hill et al., 2011; Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Sen Gupta et al., 2016)
when relating the spin-up of the EAC to anthropogenic changes in the South Pacific wind stress curl.

The EAC system is the most energetic circulation feature in the south western Pacific Ocean and is a primary
conduit for poleward heat transport from the tropics to midlatitudes (Hu et al., 2015; Ridgway & Dunn,
2003; Sloyan et al., 2016). The EAC system (summarized in Figure 1e) consists of a relatively steady upstream
current (22.1 6 7.5 Sv at 278S; Sloyan et al., 2016), which partially bifurcates at 308S–348S (Cetina-Heredia
et al., 2014). The branch that flows east forms the Tasman Front (Sutton & Bowen, 2014) and contributes to
New Zealand’s boundary currents, including the East Auckland Current and East Cape Current (Chiswell
et al., 2015). In the process of separation, the EAC sheds an anticyclonic eddy (average radius 95 km; Everett
et al., 2012) every �100 days (Mata et al., 2006). Once the eddy detaches from the main current, the EAC
then retracts northward (Mata et al., 2006) and it is this nonlinear eddy-dominated asymmetric oscillation
that defines the time-mean partial separation latitude. The shed eddies then move south-westward in a pro-
cession that characterizes the EAC extension (Andrews & Scully-Power, 1976; Everett et al., 2012; Nilsson &
Cresswell, 1980). A small portion of these eddies then continue around Tasmania (Pilo et al., 2015), at times
making it as far westward as the Indian Ocean; the latter pathway is known as the Tasman Leakage (van
Sebille et al., 2012). Via Tasman Leakage, the EAC participates in the Southern Hemisphere supergyre circu-
lation (Ridgway & Dunn, 2007; Speich et al., 2007). Hill et al. (2011) found that the EAC extension and Tas-
man Front transport are anticorrelated in response to basin-scale winds with a time lag of �3 years. Using
observations and models, several other studies (Chiswell & Sutton, 2015; Hu et al., 2015; Oliver & Holbrook,
2014; Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015) have made similar findings; however, the underlying roles of nonlinear
dynamics and bathymetry warrant further investigation.

Previous studies have suggested that New Zealand may be important for the EAC’s separation latitude and
Tasman Sea circulation (Heath, 1985; Warren, 1970). Prior to direct satellite observations, Warren (1970) sug-
gested that mass balance requires the existence of a Tasman Front to satisfy Sverdrup (1947) transport con-
straints. Although Warren (1970) did not state it in these terms, subsequent authors (e.g., Godfrey et al.,
1980; Tilburg et al., 2001) portrayed Warren (1970) as arguing that New Zealand has this putative effect by
blocking westward-propagating Rossby waves. Godfrey et al. (1980) left open the possibility that New Zea-
land’s blocking of Rossby waves determines the general region in which EAC separation can occur but

Figure 1. (a–d) Bathymetry of the experiments, solid contours are at 1, 2, 3, and 4 km. Figure 1b has an additional red filled contour to indicate 500 m isobath
around New Zealand which was excavated. Regional NEMO modeling domain pictured in Figures 1c and 1d. (e–h) Volume-averaged mean kinetic energy down to
1,945 m.
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argued that the specific location of separation is controlled locally by coastline shape (particularly Sugarloaf
Point). Tilburg et al. (2001) investigated the Tasman Sea circulation in a hierarchy of models of increasing
realism but studied the removal of New Zealand only in the simplest of these: a linear, 1.5 layer, Sverdrup-
Munk (Munk, 1950; Sverdrup, 1947) model. In this idealized model, the removal of New Zealand did not
affect the separation latitude, and the authors invoked Sverdrup theory to suggest that the partial separa-
tion of the EAC can be explained by a steep meridional gradient at that latitude in the zonally integrated
Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) wind stress curl data set they used. However, linear models have been
shown to lack skill in predicting changes in the EAC separation latitude (Oliver & Holbrook, 2014) and circu-
lation changes in the Tasman Sea (Couvelard et al., 2008; Ridgway & Godfrey, 1994; Sen Gupta et al., 2016).

Our primary focus here is to investigate the role of New Zealand, and the associated adjacent bathymetry,
in the partial separation of the EAC and circulation of the Tasman Sea. We aim to improve our understand-
ing of the underlying dynamics of the EAC and other aspects of Tasman Sea circulation. We improve on Til-
burg et al. (2001) by utilizing a full primitive equation eddy-permitting model that includes nonlinear
dynamics and bottom topography. By removing New Zealand while retaining virtually the same atmo-
spheric forcing, we are able to diagnose the impact of the bathymetry around New Zealand, without con-
founding changes in the wind stress curl. Using NEMO, we present a suite of experiments with modified
bathymetry in the Tasman Sea (section 2.2) to investigate the relationship between the EAC separation lati-
tude and New Zealand (section 4). Contrary to Tilburg et al. (2001), we find that bottom topography and
nonlinear effects are important for the EAC separation location.

2. Ocean Model and Experimental Design

2.1. The Ocean Model and Its Configuration
We use version 3.4 of the Nucleus for European Modeling of Ocean (NEMO) model (Madec, 2012). NEMO
solves the incompressible, Boussinesq, hydrostatic, primitive equations on a z coordinate C-grid with a fil-
tered free surface and free-slip lateral boundaries. We use 75 vertical levels, with 24 levels in the first 100 m
and 22 levels between 100 and 1,000 m to realistically represent coastlines and continental shelves.
Bathymetry is from ETOPO1 (Amante & Eakins, 2009) and is represented by partial cells. NEMO is run with a
prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) scheme for vertical mixing. We use spatially varying lateral eddy
coefficients (according to local mesh size) with Laplacian iso-neutral tracer diffusion and biharmonic lateral
viscosity.

The model domain is pictured in Figures 1c and 1d. The horizontal grid is curvilinear and eddy permitting
(nominally 1/48; meridional resolution is 24.5 km and zonal resolution is 19.5–24.5 km depending on longi-
tude and latitude). This regional simulation is forced at the open ocean boundaries by temperature, salinity,
and velocity 5 day means from a global NEMO ocean simulation run at 1/48 resolution with 75 vertical levels
(namely, ORCA025-L75-MJM95, provided by the DRAKKAR/MyOcean group; Barnier et al., 2011). The initial
conditions for ocean temperature and salinity are taken from Levitus et al. (1998) with an ocean at rest.
River input is prescribed from monthly climatology (Dai & Trenberth, 2002). The regional simulation and
ORCA025-L75-MJM95 are both forced at the surface by 10 m winds and 2 m air temperature and humidity
(every 3 h) and precipitation, longwave, and shortwave radiation (every day) from the ERA-Interim atmo-
spheric reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) between 1989 and 2009 through the CORE bulk formulae (Large &
Yeager, 2004).

2.2. Experimental Design
Eight experiments are used to investigate the relationship between the EAC separation latitude and the Tas-
man Sea bathymetry (Figures 1a–1d):

1. CTRL: realistic bathymetry (i.e., interpolated from ETOPO1);
2. noNZ500: as for CTRL, but New Zealand leveled to 500 m deep (i.e., all bathymetry within the 500 m iso-

bath around NZ, and NZ itself, is set to an ocean depth of 500 m—shaded red in Figure 1b);
3. FB (‘‘flat bottom’’) : bathymetry> 1,000 m deep is set to 4,000 m throughout the domain (apart from near

the open boundaries, where bathymetry is linearly interpolated from 4,000 m to ETOPO1 over �78).
Bathymetry shallower than 1,000 m matches CTRL (note that this includes much of the Campbell Pla-
teau); and
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4. FBnoNZ: as for FB, but with New Zealand, the Campbell Plateau within the domain and the islands and
seamounts between New Zealand and New Caledonia leveled to 4,000 m (retaining New Caledonia as in
FB). A small part of Campbell Plateau is retained within the 78 smoothing zone against the southern
boundary.

Experiments 5–8 are additional NEMO experiments (CTRL-L, noNZ500-L, FB-L, and FBnoNZ-L) with the same
series of bathymetry changes and forcing as in experiments 1–4, but with nonlinear advection terms omitted
from the momentum equations; advection is retained in the tracer equations. The southern boundary of the
regional domain cuts through Campbell Plateau, so this is only partly removed in experiments 4 and 8.

The CTRL experiment provides a reference of the model’s most realistic circulation. The noNZ500 simulation
shows the impact of the near-surface New Zealand landmass. The FB and FBnoNZ experiments are
designed to be analyzed as a set. The FB experiment is a new control simulation retaining the New Zealand
plateau alone, for comparison with its removal in FBnoNZ. To investigate the linear dynamics of the circula-
tion changes due to the removal of New Zealand in the simplest possible scenario, we calculate the steady
state Sverdrup/Godfrey Island Rule (Godfrey, 1989; Sverdrup, 1947) stream function (Figures 7a and 7b)
with and without New Zealand, utilizing the time-mean ORCA025-L75-MJM95 (global NEMO) wind stress
and curl fields. Linear experiments 5–8 extend the Sverdrup balance calculation by including most of the
features of experiments 1–4 such as complex bathymetry/continental shelves, stratification (outcropping),
and forcing variability.

For the grid points where submarine topography has become part of the ocean domain, Levitus et al.
(1998) initial conditions of temperature and salinity are interpolated from the horizontally closest values.
Similar island-removing studies by Tilburg et al. (2001) and Penven et al. (2006) do not specify what is done
with the atmospheric fluxes over the removed island. In this study, the atmospheric fluxes over the area
where New Zealand used to be are the same value as the closest ocean grid point. This removes the effect
of New Zealand’s orography on local winds and the potential for unrealistic heat fluxes over the ocean grid
points coinciding with the New Zealand landmass. We did not attempt to eliminate the effect of NZ on
wind stress and other fluxes at the surrounding ocean points. Most importantly, this methodology results in
an integrated time-mean wind stress curl that is not significantly different across the experiments, enabling
us to test the hypothesis that the partial separation of the EAC is set solely by the meridional gradients in
the wind stress curl.

Model outputs and subsequent analyses are based on daily averages. Similar to other boundary current
regional configurations (e.g., Renault et al., 2016), all eight NEMO experiments are spun-up for 5 years, and
all results in this study use model output between 1 January 1994 and 31 December 2009 (i.e., after the 5
year spin-up phase of 1 January 1989 to 31 December 1993).

3. Model Evaluation

Figure 2 compares the CTRL simulation sea surface height (SSH) to satellite altimetry observations (AVISO)
over the years 1994–2009 for which the two products overlap. The time-mean gradients of SSH are gener-
ally in good agreement; the EAC and East Auckland Current are clearly visible, and importantly the modeled
SSH gradients in the EAC have similar location and structure to the observations. Prior to separation, the
upstream EAC has a range of observed and modeled transports from past studies; observed estimates
include 27.4 Sv (Ridgway & Godfrey, 1994) and 25.8 Sv (derived from CARS; Ridgway et al., 2002). Modeling
estimates of EAC transport range between 20.4 and 30 Sv (Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Wang et al., 2013; Ypma
et al., 2016). In our study, the modeled CTRL upstream EAC transport to 1,945 m across 1548E–1568E at 288S
is 24.3 Sv (Figure 3), and therefore within both modeled and observed estimates of EAC transport, and also
consistent with the 22.1 6 7.5 Sv directly observed transport at 278S (Sloyan et al. 2016).

Nonetheless, biases do exist, in the model simulation. For example, there are sharper SSH gradients in CTRL
both on the south-eastern side of New Zealand and across the Tasman Sea in the Tasman Front. The bias
across the Tasman Sea results in a more focused eastward flow and is typical of other modeling studies in
the region (Oliver & Holbrook, 2014; Ypma et al., 2016). The Tasman Front’s observed transport is highly var-
iable and at times westward (Sutton & Bowen, 2014). Observed in different time periods, across different
sections, mean transport estimates vary: 7.6–8.5 Sv (Stanton, 1979), 12–13 Sv (Stanton, 1981), 12.9 Sv
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(Ridgway & Dunn, 2003), and the first direct measurements by Sutton and Bowen (2014) of 7.8 Sv. The CTRL
experiment Tasman Sea mean outflow of 7.6 Sv (Figure 3, section GD) is within the range of observed
transports.

The variability of sea surface height in CTRL is also in good agreement with AVISO in many areas but under-
estimated in the EAC (Figures 2c–2e). This is typical of 1/48 eddy-permitting resolution models (e.g., Ypma
et al., 2016). The standard deviation bias (Figure 2e) south-east of New Zealand may be related to the docu-
mented semipermanent eddies in the region (see Chiswell & Sutton, 2015, Figure 13), who note that some
altimetry data sets do not resolve these features) and/or the strong fronts associated with the confluence of
subtropical and subantarctic waters in the region (Fernandez et al., 2014).

4. Results

The importance of New Zealand for the presence and location of the Tasman Front is revealed in Figures 1e–1h
by the depth-averaged time-mean kinetic energy field (MKE), defined by MKE(x,y) 5

q0
2D

Ð 0
2D �u2 x; y; zð Þ1ð

�v 2 x; y; zð ÞÞ dz, where �u and �v are the time-mean horizontal velocity components, q051; 035 kg m23, and D is

Figure 2. Comparison of NEMO (CTRL) and AVISO sea surface height (SSH) anomaly between 1994 and 2009. (a, b) Mean anomaly and (c–e) standard deviation.
The sea surface height mean anomalies are calculated with the temporal and spatial average in the Tasman Sea region removed from the SSH field to emphasize
the difference in time-mean gradients between CTRL and AVISO.
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the depth of the seafloor or 1,945 m, whichever is shallower. Comparing FB and FBnoNZ in Figures 1g and 1h, the
latter has no East Auckland Current/East Cape Current and the partial separation of the EAC has shifted south
(barely visible, clearer in Figure 8g). Specifically, FBnoNZ has a much weaker, more zonal Tasman Front located fur-
ther south, as well as enhanced MKE in the EAC extension. The reduced eastward flow out of the Tasman Sea sug-
gested by Figure 1 is confirmed by the transports shown in Figure 3. The eastward transport north of New
Zealand (section GD) decreases from 8.8 to 21.2 Sv when New Zealand is completely removed; FBnoNZ has zero
net transport across sections GD 1 GP. Comparing the EAC extension (JK) with the East Cape Current (LM) sections
in Figure 3, from FB to FBnoNZ, the EAC extension (JK) shows an increase of 5.4 Sv which is approximately bal-
anced by a relative reduction of 5.3 Sv in LM. Finally, FBnoNZ shows a large northward shift in the Subantarctic
Front (indicated in Figure 1e) south of Australia. This northward shift is associated with the partial removal of
Campbell Plateau (compare with noNZ500) and almost completely blocks Tasman Leakage, which drops from
14.2 to 1.5 Sv (section IH).

Compared to CTRL, experiments FB and noNZ500 show much smaller differences than FBnoNZ in Figure 1.
Leveling all bathymetry below 1 km to 4 km (FB) leads to a diminished EAC extension and a stronger

Figure 3. Schematic comparison of depth-integrated transport (Sv) to 1,945 m. Section end points are similar to Oliver and Holbrook (2014) but sections are
aligned with the curvilinear model grid (not strictly zonal/meridional); transport is calculated using grid, normal velocities. Section end points are A (148.28E,
42.68S), B (150.88E, 42.68S), C (172.58E, 40.68S), D (171.38E, 25.88S), E (155.68E, 27.68S), F (153.68E, 27.88S), G (173.68E, 34.98S), H (146.98E, 43.48S), I (146.98E, 45.88S), J
(150.18E, 37.18S), K (151.78E, 37.18S), L (178.18E, 37.58S), and M (179.98E, 36.88S).
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recirculation in the separation region. This is consistent with decreased transport in the EAC extension (JK
and AB), increased transport offshore flowing north at ED and increased Tasman Front transport (GD; Figure
3). In contrast, leveling the New Zealand landmass to 500 m (noNZ500) leads to a substantial transport
increase across BC (3.9 Sv) in the southern Tasman Sea; this is caused by an enhanced northward flow on
the western side of the leveled New Zealand landmass (Figure 8c). While Figure 1f suggests noNZ500 has a
slightly weaker Tasman Front than CTRL, Figure 3 reveals that the overall Tasman Sea eastward transport
(GD 1 GP) is higher and concentrated further south across GP, and this is compensated by a weaker net
southward Tasman Sea outflow (AP) of 6.7 Sv for noNZ500 as compared to 9.6 Sv in the CTRL simulation.

The separation latitude of the EAC shown in Figures 4a–4d is calculated from each daily average snapshot.
The separation latitude is found following the method described by Cetina-Heredia et al. (2014) and Ypma
et al. (2016), namely, we first find the upstream core of the EAC, defined here as the maximum southward
geostrophic surface velocity at 288S. The SSH contour at the location of the maximum velocity is then fol-
lowed south and the first location at which the contour turns more than 308 east of south is recorded as the

Figure 4. (a–d) Separation latitude time series comparison. Black dots are detected separation latitude (gray crosses are false-positive outputs by the separation
latitude algorithm). Thick solid line indicates the mean of each experiment and the shaded region indicates one standard deviation. CTRL mean and standard
deviation are shown in Figures 4b–4d to highlight changes from CTRL.
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separation latitude. In summary, the time series describes where a representative EAC SSH contour first sep-
arates from the coast. Each diagonal line segment in the CTRL simulation (Figure 4a) represents the growth
of the EAC retroflection south, then at �358S–378S the detected EAC separation latitude retracts abruptly
north to �338S (where the black line segment has a discontinuity). This occurs when an eddy detaches
from the EAC, producing a closed SSH contour so that the detected separation latitude jumps from the
southern to the northern edge of the eddy as it is shed. Therefore, the mean of the separation latitude (thick
red line) is not the mean latitude at which eddies are shed (�338S). Consistent with the flat-bottom experi-
ment of Tilburg et al. (2001), experiment FB’s mean separation is essentially unchanged (northward shift of
0.18, Figure 4c), however, the standard deviation is reduced by 32%. Removal of New Zealand causes a 0.68

southward shift of the mean separation latitude in noNZ500 relative to CTRL (Figures 4a and 4b); for com-
parison, Tilburg et al. (2001) have a negligible shift in EAC separation on removal of New Zealand in their lin-
ear 1.5-layer experiments with an active layer thickness of 250 m. A much stronger contrast to Tilburg et al.
(2001) is seen in the difference between FB and FBnoNZ (Figures 4c and 4d) which shows that the removal
of New Zealand shifts the mean separation latitude 1.18 further south, and also produces a much less orga-
nized pattern of eddy shedding in both timing and latitude, doubling the standard deviation of the separa-
tion latitude from 0.88 to 1.68. The first minimum in the separation latitude autocorrelation across all
experiments occurs within 120 days. Taking 120 days as a conservative interval for independent samples
yields a maximum standard error in the mean EAC separation latitude of 0.18 and 0.28 for FB and FBnoNZ,
respectively. The 1.18 shift in the mean between FB and FBnoNZ is therefore statistically significant, despite
being within the typical range of an individual eddy-shedding cycle. The 1.18 shift in the mean is also larger
than those reported in both recent (1980–2010) and future climate simulations (Cetina-Heredia et al., 2014;
Oliver & Holbrook, 2014, respectively).

To summarize, when New Zealand is completely removed (FBnoNZ), the EAC’s eddies travel a greater dis-
tance south before separating from the main current, but the EAC retracts to a similar latitude after eddy
separation, giving a larger range of latitudes. Thus, the shift in MKE (Figures 1g and 1h) between FB and
FBnoNZ is due to the EAC separation transiently reaching farther south in FBnoNZ (Figure 4). This result,
along with the change in Tasman Front position as shown in MKE in Figure 1, forms the evidence for the
main finding of this paper: that bathymetric features around New Zealand play a key role in reducing the
southward penetration of the EAC extension, which in turn causes the time-mean partial separation of the
EAC to be 1.18 further north than it would be in the absence of New Zealand.

We now focus on the largest changes between the experiments, namely between FB and FBnoNZ (with and
without New Zealand where all bathymetry below 1km is leveled to 4 km, respectively). The SSH variability
changes shown in Figure 5 corroborate the former discussion around the Tasman Sea circulation changes

Figure 5. (a) Standard deviation of sea surface height (m) for FB. (b) Sea surface height standard deviation difference (m) between FB and FBnoNZ. Red (blue)
indicates increased (decreased) variability in FBnonNZ.
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shown in Figures 1, 3, and 4. Specifically, FBnoNZ has reduced variability in the separation region, Tasman
Front and East Auckland Current but enhanced variability in the southern half of the Tasman Sea and south
of Tasmania. The circulation changes between experiments FB and FBnoNZ demonstrate the importance of
the New Zealand submarine platform in setting the spatial structure of temperature in the Tasman Sea as
shown in Figure 6. The greater southward migration of EAC extension eddies in FBnoNZ, as compared to FB
(discussed in Figure 4 and also visible in Figure 5) leads to a warming of �28C in the EAC extension region.
Due to the change in the EAC’s partial separation and weakening of the Tasman Front (see Figures 1g and
1h), there is a similar reduction in temperature across the Tasman Sea and the East Auckland Current. The
warming on the south-eastern side of New Zealand on partial removal of Campbell Plateau is due to the
elimination of topographic steering, which normally directs cold Subantarctic waters northward.

Barotropic stream functions for different model parameters are shown in Figures 7 and 8 to investigate the
dynamical reasons for the changes in Tasman Front position and EAC separation latitude. The Sverdrup/

Figure 6. Time-mean sea surface temperature difference between FB and FBnoNZ.

Figure 7. Analytical Godfrey Island Rule stream function (a) with and (b) without New Zealand; contours every 2 Sv. Wind stress and curl fields are from NEMO
(time-mean ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis as felt by ORCA025-L75-MJM95; over New Zealand in Figures 7b and 7c the wind stress curl is zero). (c) Time-mean
zonally integrated South Pacific (1458E–2918E) wind stress curl from NEMO and Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983).
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Figure 8. (a–h) Time-mean barotropic stream function comparison (integration taken eastward from Australia down to
1,945 m; contours every 2 Sv) for perturbed bathymetry NEMO experiments. (left) Nonlinear experiments and (right) linear
or ‘‘2L’’ experiments; see section 2.2 for experiment details.
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Island Rule stream function in Figures 7a and 7b illustrates the importance of New Zealand in setting the
time-mean location of the EAC outflow under ERA-Interim forcing. Comparing Figure 7a with Figure 7b,
when the New Zealand coastline is removed, the outflow is no longer constrained by the northern tip of
New Zealand. This southward shift in the position of the Tasman Sea outflow was not seen in the Tilburg
et al. (2001) solution and is likely caused by different meridional gradients in the wind stress curl products
shown in Figure 7c (further discussed in section 5).

In the Tilburg et al. (2001) RG1/RG2 simulations, the authors inferred that nonlinearities were unimportant
for setting the time-mean EAC separation; this issue is now revisited. Figure 8 examines the importance of
nonlinear processes by comparing NEMO experiments with (left column) and without (right column) the
nonlinear advection terms in the momentum calculation. These experiments extend the 1.5-layer linear
experiments RG1 and RG2 of Tilburg et al. (2001) by including continental shelves, stratification, and topo-
graphic steering. Consistent with Ridgway & Godfrey (1994) and Tilburg et al. (2001), circulation features
that are reliant on eddies (for example, the mean EAC retroflection or eddy driven recirculation at �328S in
Figure 8e) are not present in the linear simulation (FB-L in Figure 8f). On the gyre scale, the inclusion of
momentum advection (Figures 8a, 8c, 8e, and 8g) breaks the north-south symmetry of the gyre, leading to
downstream intensification of the EAC (compare Figures 8g and 8h). Away from the western boundary, the
effects of changing topography on the mean Tasman Front are similar in the linear and nonlinear experi-
ments. The linear experiments in Figures 8b, 8d, and 8f show a similar, narrow Tasman Front when New
Zealand or the subsurface New Zealand landmass is present (slightly broader in noNZ500-L), whereas the
complete removal of New Zealand leads to a broader outflow than in the nonlinear case (Figures 8g and
8h). In summary, the presence of the New Zealand submarine platform is crucial to maintaining a narrow,
coherent current across the northern Tasman Sea, and nonlinearity is important in controlling the extent of
the retroflection in the EAC extension.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Using a suite of modified bathymetry NEMO ocean model experiments, we have found that the complete
removal of New Zealand leads to broader offshore flow (formerly the Tasman Front) and an EAC extension
that extends further south. These experiments challenge the conventional view that the EAC’s partial sepa-
ration is set by the wind field alone (Ridgway & Dunn, 2003; Tilburg et al., 2001). Due to the small surface
area where New Zealand is removed and the minor effect of relative wind (Dawe & Thompson, 2006), the
CTRL and FBnoNZ experiments are driven by nearly the same time-mean integrated wind stress curl. Since
FB and FBnoNZ show different EAC partial separation behavior, these results show that the steepest gradi-
ent in the basin-averaged wind stress curl is not the sole factor determining the latitude of partial separa-
tion of the EAC. This is an important consideration for attribution studies (e.g., Feng et al., 2016; Oliver &
Holbrook, 2014) that relate changes in circulation to changes in the wind stress curl.

Tilburg et al. (2001)’s analysis of the removal of New Zealand was limited in a number of ways. First, their
1.5-layer model represented landmasses by their 250 m isobath and could not address the effect of remov-
ing subsurface features such as shelves and ridges. Second, their East Auckland Current flowed north (the
wrong direction) and lastly, the model they used did not incorporate higher vertical modes, isopycnal out-
cropping or nonlinear dynamics (vorticity advection and flow instabilities). The NEMO model solutions
address many of these deficiencies, particularly the role of subsurface bathymetry. We found that the mean
flow in the linear NEMO model experiments is qualitatively consistent with the full NEMO solutions, with
the main exception that nonlinearity affects the extent of the mean retroflection in the EAC extension. We
infer that deep bathymetry plays a major role in forming a narrow Tasman Front and nonlinear processes
(e.g., eddies, rectification, and momentum advection) are crucial for the extent of the EAC retroflection.

We find that removal of New Zealand affects the Tasman Front latitude in our linear and nonlinear experi-
ments, in contrast to the linear experiments of Tilburg et al. (2001). We attribute this difference to our use of
the ERA-Interim wind stress product which is a significant improvement on the Hellerman and Rosenstein
(1983) product used by Tilburg et al. (2001), as it is based on ERS-1, ERS-2, and QuickSCAT satellite coverage
between 1992 and 2009 (Dee et al., 2011). In particular, the Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) integrated
wind stress curl drops steeply from 308S to 358S (north of New Zealand) but falls more gradually between
298S and 428S in ERA-Interim (Figure 7c). Sverdrup dynamics dictate a strong outflow from the EAC in the
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region of strong wind stress curl gradient, explaining why Tilburg et al. (2001) found little effect of New Zea-
land on the Tasman Front (or EAC separation) latitude. In contrast, our Sverdrup/Godfrey Island Rule calcula-
tion with ERA-Interim (Figure 7) shows that the outflow location moves south when New Zealand is
removed. Features obviously related to topography and nonlinearity aside, linear and nonlinear NEMO
experiments show the same effect (Figure 8). We conclude that when New Zealand is absent, the maximum
wind stress curl gradient sets the Tasman Front latitude but if New Zealand is present then the latitude of
maximum wind stress curl gradient sets the Tasman Front location if it is north of New Zealand, but other-
wise New Zealand sets the Tasman Front location.

The time scales, resolution dependence and dynamics that determine the EAC partitioning between the
EAC extension and Tasman Front remain an interesting topic that requires further investigation. Improving
our understanding of the EAC dynamics controlling the separation is a key step toward quantifying climate
change driven impacts on regional circulation and marine ecosystems. While this study has shown that
New Zealand affects the position of the EAC separation and Tasman Front under 1989–2009 ERA-Interim
forcing, the degree to which this relationship persists under anthropogenic changes to the wind stress curl
is an open question. Future work could perturb the wind field in a realistic way and look at changes in Tas-
man Sea circulation with respect to response times and sensitivity (e.g., Durgadoo et al., 2013). Coarse-
resolution (18 at 308S) modeling results suggest that the Tasman Front transport is correlated to EAC trans-
port (Sloyan & O’Kane, 2015); analogous results in the Agulhas system however have shown that decoupling
between the Agulhas current and Agulhas leakage occurs at higher resolutions (Holton et al., 2016; Loveday
et al., 2014). Hence, future work is best completed with eddy-resolving resolution in which the wind field is
perturbed in isolation.
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